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HOW TO GET MORE OUT OF YOUR NEWSPAPER

Introduction

Article 1 of the Bill of Rights states that, "Congress shall make no

law...abridging freedom of speech or of the press," This is the written

guarantee of freedom of the printed word in the United States. Freedom

of the press, a privilege of democracy, also exacts a responsibility. We,

the citisens who enjoy it must think for ourselves at:out the Important

queatione of our time.

Towering above all other media as a common carrier of public in-

formation is the pressthe tremendous, influential, dynamic force of the

almost 2,000 daily and l0, 010 weekly newspapers published in the United

States today,

Readers in the United States and Canada spend $3,11 54000 a day,

$30, 016, 000aweek or $1,563;942, 000a year for their newspapers, This

is more than is spent for all other print media combined.

The whole theory of democracy is based on a Wormed citizenry.

Because of this fact Thomas Jeffe.tson said, "Were t loft for me to de-

cide whether we should have government without newspapers or news

papers without governmeat, I should not hositate a moment to prefer the

tatter. But I should mean that every man should receive those papers

And be capable of reading them."



THE tusroxy OF NEWSPAPERS

Where and when did the first daily newspaper cone into existence / One of the

earliest publications appeared in Rome around 69 B. C, it was a primitive news

sheet called Acta Diurna facts of the day), and described the activities of the

Roman Senate, It was posted daily in public spots around the City.

Marco Palo, in Ms long journey to thr Orient, returned to Europe with the

idea of the court gazette, thought to be the oldest continuing newspaper in history,

since it did not disappear in China until the 20th century,

Gazette, however, is an Italian term. It as Italian province in 1566, accounts

of a war were printed in a news bulletin. If people wished to buy a copy of the news

sheet, they paid a small coin called a "gazetta."

Before printing and publishing as we know it came into existence, people of Europe

were informed by :raveling ballad singers. These carefree nawsmongers traveled

from village to village, singing of the things they had seen or heard. No doubt their

stories were distorted, but the wanderer was always welcome.

The first sign of a newspaper resembling today's variety appeared in Germany in

the 1500's. The German people had long been accustomed to broadsides 'single page

news sheets printed on one side only), pamphlets and books. Then news ;-amphlets

hegan appearing in special shops, dealing with new topics such as battles, disasters,

"miracles", and coronations. Then in the I700's more or less regular newspaper.

sprang up in Germany, Austria, Netherlands and then Italy. Traveling Germans than+

erated most of them, and deserve the major credit for the growth of the modern newspa

in Europe.

In England, the "Glorious" Revolution of 1688 caused journalists to exercise con.

siderable freedom. Strict printing laws were no longer rigidly etdorced or were repeal

altogether. Ttu.s was t...s beginning of the English tradition of freedom of the press, and

it followed the grot,th of representative government after 1688.



The birthplace of the American press was the Massachusetts Bay Colony in New

England. Since tyranny and religious persecution were the reasons most people had

come to the colony, the first small news publications naturally dealt with these problems.

Because moat settlers were from the new middle class of Enstiand, their educational

level was high and printers otcupiee. an important part of the community.

The first successful newspaper didn't appear until 1740, some eighty years after

the Bay Colony was established. The during the pre-retolutionary period, other

regular newspapers began publication. These played an important part in the fight for

freedom from England, As the lawyers spread the doctrine of revolution by the.ppoken

work, so did printers and Journalists by the printed word.

After the revolution came V- era of "partisan press". Every political interest

group came to rely on the growing press to spread their Ideas before the public, and

even had their own special newspapers. T1,e opposing ideas of Thomas Jefferson and

Alexander Hamilton were trumpeted from special newspapers sponsored by followers

of the two great men,

Soon, newspapers began to strive for independence from powerful partisan sponsorship,

The ideas that a newspaper must appeal to many with opposing political ideas began to

spread as printers sought greater economic rewards. The rising cost of operation and

the need for more advertising brought about the "penny press" around 1833, a newspaper

designed for the "common man'. Originally of a sensational nature, penny newspapers

soon became a more literate and dignified product,

In time, as newspapers became larger, advertising became more important as a

source of income. At the same time, the move toward editorial independence caused

the news dispensing function of the ne% spaper to become more important. Printers and

editors k.iew that readers required and demanded factual and up to da`e news.

Then came a great new development in the history of American journalism--wire

services. Set up on a national, then international scale, the wire services could gather and
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report all of the world news, and give it to subscribing newspapers faster

than ever before. For the first time, the reader was in dose and immediate

touch with events outside of his town or state.

81/0#10 YOU READ A NEWSPAPER

If you want to learn to swim, you obviously have a reason You

may think swimming will give you pleasure, or your friends may swim and

you want to join them, t.,r your doctor may have prescribed swimmingasa

means of exercise, or you fear that some day you may be shipwrecked.

But why read a newspaper? Some look to the newspaper to check

upon their favorite athletic teams, to check on the antics of their favor-

ite comic characters. Others want to match their opinions against those

of editor and columnists. Still others seek information on their favor-

ite TV program. The newspaper gives information on all of these phases

of entertainment, of course, but its first job is to supply information.

Why do we need inforn,ation? There are several reasons.

I. The well - informed person wins respect for his opinions.

2. Some kinds of information affect our day-to-day lives, such
as when a new law is passed, a new tax imposed, a public
emergency test is scheduled or when an official ceremony is:
planned.

3. Some kinds of information affect our occupations.

4. Many remote events repr.med in your newspaper eventually
come close to home, In 1914 an Austrian archduke was
assassinated in Serbia. It seemed like none of our affair.
Yet it led to a war that three years later engulfed us.

The whole theory of democracy is based on an informed
citizenry,

To be thoroughly informed on all of these things, you require a

package that is compact and puts all things in proper proportions. This

packsgels kotir newspaper.

5.



490 YOUROU NEP/SPOOR ?
Or, perhaps a better questionare you reading your newspaper

with full understanding and satisfaction?

A newspaper is many things to many people, To some it is the

source of all knowledge. To others it is a source of all world news, or

just a small segment of it,

Some people read only sports, others only business news, Still

others read the comic..

Women find the newspaper an ever-helpful source of news of fash-

ion, of helpful hints on beauty, patterns, or a multitude of activities that

make up their daily activities.

The newspaper is the one product that satisfies all these desires

and does it every day of the year.

Are you getting a true picture of today's world?

This booklet is designed to help you get more out of the time you

spend with y.ur newspaper.



11/11i 00 YOU READ ?
This question is being asked in every field of bustneks today. Busy

executives are joining in courses of study to improve their reading.

Reading experts tell us that while less than 4% of American adults

cannot reed at all at least 60% of them do not read well, And aimoat ev

eryone can improve reading efficiency.

Do you read quickly? How much do you absorb? Some say quick

readers cannot be attentive, but that's wrong. Investigation In reading

schools show that effective reading tends to be rapid reading, and that our

really successful readers are the ones who move along a page at a whiz-

bang pace.

Here's a little test you might try to see in what bracket your read-

ing speed falls.

Read through this article on the next page,

Bee a watch with a second hand and time your reading. Note

how long it took you to read the article.
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Matt Can Arm Against A Raid:
Powerless To Defend A Trade

IN THE SPRING OF 1908 Detroit Manager Hughey Jennings of-
fered to trade Ty Cobb to the Indians for Elmer Flick even up. Indian
owner Charley Somers nixed the deal. True, Cobb had batted .350 and
stolen 49 bases the year before and .320 the year before that, but after
all, he was a comparative novice in the majors. Flick, born Jan. 11, 1878,
in Bedford, was a veteran of 11 years in the big time and a proven star
in the outfield. 1k had won the American League batting crown In 1005
with .308, led the league again with 98 runs in 1900, hit a respect..bto
.302 and stolen 41 bases In 1907, and been tops in triples all three years.
In addition to all these, he was such a nice -know!

Taken 01 early in that 1908 season Flick got into only 99 more
big league games for 37 runs, 85 hits, 11 stolen bases. lie was back in the
bushes by 1911. Cobb tasted 21 more years, added 2,084 runs, 3,831 more
hits, 818 stolen bases and averaged an amazing .307 at bat. You never
can tell which way the ball will bounce!

In the Summer of 1910 a New Orleans sports editor tipped Charley
Somers that 4 young outfielder with the New Orleans club had the mak-
ings of a big leaguer, Ills name was Joe Jackson. Reared in the backwoods
of North Carotin % he couldn't read or write; but he had a great natural
swing with the bat, Breaking in with his hometown Greenville club in
1908 he was sold to the Athletics for $325. Connie Mack brought him up
that September; and again from Savannah late in 1909but both times
Shoeless Joe quickly became homesick and lit not for North Carolina.
By , -arty September 1910 he was hitting .354 for 138 games with New
Orleans when Somers offered to trade promising outfielder Briscoe Lord
of the indians for the unpredictable Jackson of N'Orleans. Mr. Mack
accepted without delay.

JACKSON PLAYED 20 GAMES with the Indians that September
and hit .387. The next year he made 233 hits and batted .408 for ant-
ral:outs which still stand. For his first three full seasons with the Indians
he averaged 119 runs, 219 hits and .370. Before he was traded In
August, 1915, lie played 671 games, made 938 hits and averaged .375.
Briscoe Lord was a semiregular three years with the Athletics and saw
brief service with the Braves in 1913 before dropping nut of the major*
with .256 lifetime average.
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Quiz

Now see if you can answer these questions without looking back;

1. The Indians made two good player trades in the
early pad of the 20th Century.

True False

2. Ty Cobb played more than 20 years in the major
leagues.

True False

3. Joe Jackson was one of the first college graduates
to play major league baseball.

True Fdse

4. Briscoe Lord became a great star with the old
Philadelphia Athletics

True False

How to score your reading speed:

Very Rapid: 50 seconds or less
Rapid: XI to 80 seconds
Average: 80 to 75 seconds
Slow: More than 75 seconds

(asp t !asim .0 !awl .z; ./ :suonsatib 01 slamstry)
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Even though you're not aware of it, your eyes are now moving over

these lines, not in continuous flight, like an airplane but in hops, like a

rabbit. While your eyes are moving, there is no reading. But in between,

they stop a traction of a second, it is during these stops that you see the
print and read.

For the narrow line of print in a newspaper column, you should not

make over two stops a line. to friend, watching a mirror propped up in

front of you as you read, can tell how many times your eyes stop. The

fewer and faster the stops, the more quickly you can read.

It may be that you are reading words, one at a time, instead of
thoughts, ft may be that you are "vocalising," saying the words out loud to

yourself as you read. Either of these habits can slow up your reading and

waste time. Like actual physical defects of the eye, they are well worth

correcting with professional help.

However, there is one reading skill you can perfect by yourself. It's
the technique catted "skimming."

Skimming helps you to discover what you want to read more carefully.

When you find it, slow down to get the full content.

For stories on the lighter side, you can trot along fairly briskly. But

when it comes to editorials, significant speeches, serious columns follow-

ing involved reasoning and other tenportant material, proceed slowly enough

to follow the idea and logic in order to commit the facts to memory.
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A Pod newspaper is organised to help you absorb masses of material

by skimming. Skimming is not skipping nor is it superficial readitigOnIlted.

run,

Skin-lining 110 highspeed method of meaningful rending by which you

trillit your eye s,to run quickly down a Coltunn or over klitte.and your brain

to register rapidly and record the impressions most important to you.

Most skirnmers have developed the trick of running the eye mainly

down the Middle of the column or page, By graduatly accustOriting third.

seli4ta to take -in broad area at a glance, they pickup mOtt of the./041110/

of the line.

If you don't believe it can done, read the stokes on the neat page,

But instead of reading it in the usual way, make a e0eletette 011Ott 16 keep

your eyes t.vid,in the area between the taro vertical lines, See if y6u. don't

pick up most of tile score of the items. If you didn't, practice with Other

sections and watch your skimming technique improve witktime,_
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NM A PIA
Oil a bird's eye view of the newspaper by skimming the front page

headline's, if ytiiir OMe is limited, this preliminary surveyIincluding heity
reaallg of the top newt stories in which you are interesla4.can be corn
prettied into three minutes. This is not advi; able, however, it you'ate to
enjoy the greatest benefits from your newspaper. ,

You oheuld spend more time on general news- local, national and
international. From the news, you may go to those who interpret it. Thii
IS the editnriai page,-

NYhtt you have. read the main news and comment, you may now thick
more closely on your el:Arial Intl re sto.-the sports pages, the women's pages,
the financial page, advertising, amusements and the comics.

Newspaper reading is meant to be enjoyable as Well'as 'profitable, But
yeti. etinlet more out at the paper if yoi explore beyond Out owa-Paranial
interests, -Try to get mate out of the UM4 you have to spend with your news- .

- paper. Give More *ought to batter reading
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FROM YGVA NAMPAPOR,..
in order to evaluate newspapers,' 6 must first have an idea of what we

have a right to expect from them,

A newspaper is, first and foremost, exactly whit the name says it is...

a news paper. One of the greatest fields of enterprise 01 a newspaper is the

eVort, ingenuity and expense put forth topre gent happenitigs as soon after their

occurrence as is possible. But a newspaper is more than just a bulletinsheet,:

Actually, it has four basic jobs.

Stripping them down to a bare outline, they are:

I. lrlormatlon - To report the news adequately. accurately
and interestingly.

2. Interpretation = To make clear the meaning of the news,

3. Service (a) To readers, To help them solve their busl
neSSI home, recreation, family and Other
problems,

(b) Totivertiserr, To help the community carry
Out It business transactions through the adver-
tieing columns, both classified and display.

4 Entertainment - To amuse, divert, otimulalte and'Otherwite
glue enjoyment.



/NFORMArioN
First duty of a newspaper is to report the news accurately, adequately

end interestingly. It should report the news of its community and give a corn

prehensive tross.oectlon of state, national and international news, alt woven

into a complete deity tapestry!

The two baste news categories are, "spot" and "feature."

A "spot" news story is a report of something which occulted within the V,

last 24 hour., or Once the paper's last editiOn. Confined to the Wig, itir-9

-,.

principal ingredients are the five newspaper Wet who, what, when, whereVf

why and sometimes how.

A "feature" story has-many facets, including human interest. r re of

sly it gives unuenal sidelight at background material on a current spot news

Humorous occurrences are often given feature story treatment.

frierSRPRIrolr/ON
Suet giving the facts is not enough. Tout as a reader, want an inlighe

into the meaning of the news, a feeling that What you read hits 'a boring on

your life. So, in addition to straight reporting or information, your ne**

paper contrnanta and analyzes important laws. which Might affect its rood;'

are. This is called interpretation.

- Principal vehicle tor this comment or analysis is rolled an editorial,

Editorials express opinions and reprisent the newspaper's views on pertineitt,''

local, national and international issues. Except to rare instances, editoris:11C:

are confined to the editorial page.

In addition, a wide range of expert oplidOn end interpreiatiOn Is offiited

through top colurnniets. Many of these are experts In the spe4ific field about

Which they Write.
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SERI/ /CE
The wide variety of colurn.2 ..tid features wty,ch appear in your newipa'

per provide many specific services for readers. Recipes, advice on clstid

Care, heart and home problems, etiquett and fashions are publishedliel se

vice to readers, So are theater timetables, radio and TV logs, columns on

hobbles, outof.doors, books and league standings.

Your newspaper's leadership In the constant growth and betterment of

the community is a very important Service to its readers,

Advertising also ranks high among anewipaper's service toils readers.

People like to read advertising. According to the Advertising Research

Foundation, at least 80% of min and 95% of women read some advertising in

daily newspapers.

It's true, of course, that much of a newspaper's Income comes ieom the

Sale of advertising. But it's equally true that readers use both display and

classified advertising to get the most out elf their lives and their budgets.

eNren74/NM8Nr
Your newspaper is not all solemn news and weighty opinion. The comics

and features offer a brighter side. ivery day newspapers publish the nation's

top comic strips and cartoons, You'll find full pages of colored comics every

Sunday. There is also the entertainment filled Sunday magazine. liewspapera

tell you, too, where to find your favorite radio and TV programs. Special

columns keep you irk rmed of Ooings in the entertainment world.
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41/0 WNW YON 0/008001/
Don't lay, *q haven't time to read the newspaper every day."

Get more out of the time you DO hive, Use some of the suggestion. we've

covered and five more thought to better reading habits.

Read your newspaper on the way home, when you lunch or dine alone,

while waiting for appointments, between chores or classes. Clip articles you

want to go over more thoroughly. No scrap of time is too small for getting

more out of your newspaper.

Rewards are great. You'll never be at sea in a serious discussion when

you know the facts. You'll know where you stand on important issues. -You'll

think straighter on crucial problems. People will enjoy talking to you to get

your opinions.

The great modern newspaper is a university in print. At an entrance lee

of a few cents a day and a little time, your newspaper presents you with the op

portunity for a lifetiMe tiberat education.

Schoolbooks may sometimes seem remote. Newspapers link the boOks to

NOW/ Poe a young man or woman still in school, the newspaper is the living

textbook of practically every subject covered in the classroom.


